Editorial Peer Review is written by Ann C. Weller in English language. Release on 2001-01-01, this book has 342 page count that enfold important information with easy reading experience. The book was publish by Information Today, Inc., it is one of best language arts & disciplines book genre that gave you everything love about reading. You can find Editorial Peer Review book with ISBN 1573871001.

This book is the first to provide an in-depth analysis of the peer review process in scholarly publishing. Author Weller offers a
systematic review of published studies of editorial peer review in the following broad categories: general studies of rejection rates, studies of editors, studies of authors, and studies of reviewers. The book concludes with an examination of new models of editorial peer review intended to enhance the scientific communication process as it moves from a print to an electronic environment.

Editorial Peer Review Related Books

Peer Review

While much literature has sprouted on peer review, this is the first book-length, wide-ranging study that utilizes methods and resources of contemporary philosophy. It covers the tension between peer review and the liberal notion that truth emerges when ideas proliferate in the marketplace of ideas; arguments for and against blind review of submissions; the alleged conservatism of peer review; the anomalous nature of book reviewing; the status of non-peer-reviewed publications; and the future of...

Peer to Peer and the Music Industry: The Criminalization of Sharing (Published in association with Theory, Culture & Society)

This penetrating and informative book provides readers with the perfect systematic critical guide to the file-sharing phenomenon. Combining inter-disciplinary resources from sociology, history, media and communication studies and cultural studies, Matthew David unpacks the economics, psychology, and philosophy of file-sharing. It fuses a deep knowledge of the music industry and the new technologies of mass communication with a powerful perspective on how multinational corporations operate to mon...

Marketing Scheme on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Communication Software Anticipating 4G

Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: This diploma thesis paper is, after contemplating the current state of ITC / telco's shift towards commoditisation and challenges in facing the upcoming overall mobile / wireless development (beyond 3G, B3G, / 4G) aimed at prosperously resolving a marketing proposition on a quite ingenious Siemens mobile P2P communication solution, named Siemens Anyw@re PocketSERVent, by virtue of the marketers' generic means, the Product-marketing mix dedicated to fundamental questions o...

Data Management in Grid and Peer-to-Peer Systems

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Data Management in Grid and Peer-to-Peer Systems, Globe 2011, held in Toulouse, France, in September 2011 in conjunction with DEXA 2011. The 12 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 18 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on data storage and replication, semantics for P2P systems and performance evaluation, resource discovery and routing in mobile P2P netwo...

Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes: Peer Reviews Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for ... Peer Reviews: Cayman Islands 2010: Phase 1

The Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes is the multilateral framework within which work in the area of tax transparency and exchange of information is carried out by over 90 jurisdictions which participate in the work of the Global Forum on an equal footing. The Global Forum is charged with in-depth monitoring and peer review of the implementation of the standards of transparency and exchange of information for tax purposes. These standards are primarily re...

Lighting and the Dramatic Portrait: The Art of Celebrity and Editorial Photography

Michael Grecco is one of the best-known celebrity photographers in the world. His beautiful, insightful work is all around us--on movie posters, in advertising, on magazine covers, everywhere. I delight in inspiring people, he writes. I want them to stop, think, and feel. Now Grecco shares the secrets of great portraits with photographers at every level, in Lighting and the Dramatic Portrait. Sections on cameras, illumination, film and digital, creativity and conceptualization, connecting with t...
2014 LEEP Event, Editorial & Promotional Calendar

3,800+ Holidays, Promotions, Events for 2014 in the United States, United Kingdom, Canadian, Australian and Chinese Markets. The 2014 LEEP features over 3,800 dates in over 53 categories arranged alphabetically (with source URLs), chronologically and by length. This calendar of holidays and events for 2014 includes National, Promotional, Industry and International Events, Federal Holidays, Major Sporting Events and industry specific promotions. The LEEP Calendar is the invaluable time-saving, id...

Designing the Editorial Experience: A Primer for Print, Web, and Mobile

In a world of media that seems to be ever-changing, how do we define what a newspaper, magazine or journal physically is? Are we drinking our morning coffee on a Sunday as we sit down and read our newstablet? Look around any doctor's office waiting room and you will find two people reading the same magazine, one holding the paper version, another on their phone. With so many mediums, designers need to evaluate the best formats to convey an editorial vision. In Designing the Editorial Experience,...

Objetos fragiles (Roca Editorial Novela) (Spanish Edition)

En esta recopilación de historias los narradores y el arte de la narración tienen el papel protagonista. Los meses, convertidos en personajes que hablan y se relacionan, intercambian opiniones en su reunión anual; un hombre medio devorado nos habla de cómo se hizo amigo de su querido canibal; incluso Sherezade, la mayor contadora de historias de todos los tiempos recibe un homenaje. Además, otras historias nos sorprenden y cautivan: un misterioso circo que aterroriza al público con su asombrosa actuación...

Don Quijote de la Mancha ( Editorial Punto de Lectura ) Tapa Dura

After having compiled the core of the 400th anniversary edition sponsored by the Real Academia Española, the text and notes of Don Quixote come now in this revised and augmented version; also in the care of Francisco Rico. The text became complete after an examination of all significant editions, old and modern, using the most rigorous philological methods. Notes clarify doubts that a modern reader could raise. They have been worded to provide maximum clarity and a streamlined reading. The appe...
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